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ABSTRACT

Many developed countries have started to adopt Electronic Medical Records (EMR) to improve their health care system. In the implementation of EMR, security and privacy factors are of great concern, and one of the main aspects of access security assurances is the assurance of data availability when they are needed. Thus, it is very important to be able to provide a valid EMR data availability assurance for the patients when it is needed. However, in our country, nationally centralized availability assurances have not been available yet. This paper proposed a system of centralized EMR data availability assurance utilizing the checksum data generated from the hash function.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Electronic Medical Records (EMR) is a new form of Medical Records that many developed countries have adopted to improve their health care system. Although security and privacy factors are of great concern in the implementation of EMR[1,2], the majority of the patients and doctors believe that the benefits of the using of EMR are greater than the security risks that may occur[9].

The security factors being concerned in the implementation of EMR can be classified into two categories. The first category is the transmission security, and the second category is the access security [4], and one of the main aspects of access security assurances is the assurance of data availability when they are needed. Thus, providing a valid EMR data availability assurance for the patients when it is needed is very important.

In Indonesia, EMR implementations are generally centralized in health facilities or hospitals. They have not been nationally integrated [5,10]. While in some developed countries, the implementations of the national EMR generally adopt a distributed system [3,5,6,7,8] the data availability assurance are handled by each health facilities providing EMR service.

This paper proposed a system of centralized EMR data availability assurance utilizing the checksum data generated from the hash function.

2. EXISTING APPROACH

Manuscripts must be in English (all figures and text) The existing concept of data availability assurance has more concentration on saving the data indirectly, by ensuring the availability of hardware and software systems where the data are stored. It has nothing to do with the data [3,5,6,7,8], and it is done locally by each health facility.

The data protection coverage existing now only includes data protection from those who are not authorized and authenticated, and those who are authorized and authenticated are generally only provided with the activity log that are stored locally [3,5,6,7,8].

The absence of the national centralized assurance, make it possible for any health care institution, a hospital or a private doctor’s office to do a massive and illegal EMR data changings.
3. PROPOSED APPROACH

Checksum is a sample of data that can represent the data. Any significant change in the data will result in a change in the checksum. The basic idea of the centralized data assurance is to utilize the checksum data as the assurance.

In this the centralized data availability assurance model, a centralized database that stores the EMR checksum of the EMR Data (EMRD) in each health facility servers is built. This centralized checksum database also serves as an index of all the EMR data existing. In addition to its function as the index server, this component will also serve as an Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting (AAA) server. The server will have a record of the EMR activity in EMRD server. It means that all doctors and patients involved in all EMR data server should be registered in this server. In this model, the server is hereinafter referred to as AAAIDX server.

AAAIDX will periodically request data changes checksum reports (insert, update, delete) that occurs at EMRD server. AAAIDX server technically also entitled to request the patients’ EMR data in EMRD sever.

With this system, patients will get assurances from their AAAIDX that their EMR data won’t be changed illegally in EMRD, since any illegal change would cause a mismatch data checksum, and any activity of the EMR data are recorded in AAAIDX server. Patients will also get assurances that whenever they need their EMR data, they can request it through AAAIDX, because in this system protocol EMRD server shall answer any data request from the AAAIDX server. AAAIDX do not have the authority to change the patient’s EMR data. It only maintains the integrity and availability of the data.

Since AAAIDX functions are strategic and vital, in this system AAAIDX server is designed to be managed by an organization/ government institutions that are independent and reliable.
Data Request Process is a data request procedure performed by AAAIDX, this process is a command to EMRD to provide the latest EMR data as many as the NUMDATA of the patient with ID = PID. EMRD will respond by providing the latest data as many as the NUMDATA according to the format specified.

Update Data Report process is a data changing notification procedure made by EMRD. This process is a notification to the AAAIDX to change the EMR data of the PID patients with the number DATANO. AAAIDX will respond by changing the requested data.

5. FUTURE WORK

The future work that will be done to the centralized EMR data availability assurance model is to design the implementations protocol in more details to accommodate the variety of system platforms that are already exist in EMRD and also to design the regulation to protect the implementation.
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